You are here...at the Crossroads...

“...All of Our Shadows Are The Same...”

...are you capable of an original thought?...
Trump’s Climate Crimes Are His Most Impeachable Offenses

The climate crisis imperils the planet. To deny it is impeachable, the highest of high crimes and misdemeanors.

https://www.commondreams.org/views/2019/11/07/trumps-climate-crimes-are-his-most-impeachable-offenses

When Republicans’ hostility toward democracy gets overt
“It didn’t take long for the Arizona Republic’s Laurie Roberts to note the problem.

Republicans, take heart. Arizona state GOP Chairwoman Kelli Ward has a truly genius idea for the party’s next move in light of this week’s election losses in three states.

While some Republicans are warning that the results in Virginia, Pennsylvania and Kentucky should serve as a wake-up call, Ward has a different vision for how to stop the bleeding.

It's simple, really: just cut back on democracy.”

‘Highly Disturbing’ Pentagon Document Shows US Military Surveilling Groups Protesting Family Separation

“Cataloging individuals protesting government policy creates serious risk of abuse, and even without misconduct, monitoring protesters is likely to chill the exercise of First Amendment rights.”

...there are laws preventing the military being used as police, this is another example of the lawlessness of this admin. and if proven in hearings an impeachable offense...

...America, if you’re listening...Putin won...
Global Condemnation of ‘Appalling’ Coup in Bolivia as Military Forces Socialist President Evo Morales to Resign

“The coup mongers are destroying the rule of law,” Morales, Bolivia’s first indigenous president, tweeted late Sunday.


“Political leaders and activists around the world immediately denounced Morales’ ouster as a military coup that leaves Bolivia without a constitutionally elected government. Williams Kaliman, the chief commander of the Bolivian armed forces, pressured Morales to resign earlier Sunday.”

“Morales’ resignation came following his announcement early Sunday that he would hold new elections after the U.S.-dominated Organization of American States (OAS) questioned Morales’ October victory and claimed the vote was fraught with irregularities. Trump administration officials and Republican lawmakers like Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) were quick to parrot the OAS.”

Bolivian Coup Comes Less Than a Week After Morales Stopped Multinational Firm’s Lithium Deal

“Bolivia’s lithium belongs to the Bolivian people. Not to multinational corporate cabals.”


…coming to your town, on your street soon enough…it just ain’t right if it isn’t left…
..see Climate Emergency pg13 for details..
...this morning jet stream over America, first on at 250 millibars the second at 700 millibars and closer to the surface...stay warm everyone...the Pacific Heat Blob has been back for a while now but it has grown so big it is helping drive the jet stream south down to the Gulf...